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I1 express her character not her lack of character

pubalpubll sas1 a- d

chapter 1

introduction

it has long been established that dress standards

for women in the church of jesus christ of latter day

saints have been uniquely different from those styles set
by so called expertexpertsexper4 in the fashion industry of the
world the second president of the church commonly

referred to as the LDS church or mormonscormonsMor expressedmons a

no nonsense approach to the subject

theahe daughters of israel should understand what
fashions they should have without borrowing
from the impure and unrighteous we should
lead in fashions and in everything that is right
and proper and not be led by the world 1

As early as 1917 the first presidency of the LDS

church approved a three page instructional pamphlet written
by the general boards of the relief society deseret sunday

school union YMMIA YWMIA primary associations and

religion classesclasses called communication on dress see

appendix A it stated that good women should have

fashions of their own we dont believe in appearing

dowdy or queer but we do insist that a womanscomans clothes
shouldwlioul

brigham young journal of discourses london
published by F D richards 1855 vol 12 p 220

1

exper 4
1 s
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theserhese claims are based on nine years of scientific
research in the field of womens clothing by testing how

various groups reacted to standard modes of dress mr

molloy compiled a data bank on the effect of just about

every article of clothing imaginable results of his study

will be referred to later in this essay order to help su-
bstantiate its hypothesis

because one out of six missionaries for the LDS

church is a woman which at this writing would indicate
approximately five thousand lady missionaries in the fieldfields
the importance of the nonverbal image they project is
significant not only does the outward appearance of each

individual sister communicate her own character and

capabilities but it also reflects upon the LDS church

as a whole this suggests a metaphoremetaphorsmeta tophore the umbrella

n
john T molloy the womanscomans dress for success book

new york warner books inc 1977 p 16

executeexecutlivetive

2johnajohn

2

the fact that wearing apparel functions as nonverbal

communicants is evident in the numerous research conducted

by communication theorists psychologists and wardrobe

engineers this creative thesis will attempt to illustrate
the validity of the previous statement

john T molloy author of dress for success states
by making adjustments in a womanscomans wardrobe we can

make her look more successful and better educated we
can increase her chances of success in the business
world we can increase her chances of becomingbecomincr a top
executive and we can make her more attractive 2
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3

concept or gestalt theory of communication which proposesoposesopusesp

that learning takes place by viewing the whole process

rather than the parts 3 in other words the general image

communicated by lady missionaries hereafter referred to

also as sisters will have an effect on the image by which

mormonscormons are viewed throughout the world therefore it
becomes essential to the LDS church to set dress guidelines

for sisters which will result in a unified and professional
appearance similar to that of the eiderselders or men who are

serving missions in addition to this preferred appearance

it is desired that sisters still maintain their feminine

identity and their individual expressiveness through their
clothing

louise A liddell found that the way a person

dresses is one way in which personality is expressed the

idea of who we are and what we are like is called selfselseifsei
concept 4

along with your self concept you have a public
image it is the waywavdav you look to others because
clothing is the first thing you see and is the
largestlarcrest area you notice clothing before you see
faces or hear voices clothing is a silent language
it speaks for us it is important in making a first
impression5impressionimpressions

stephen W littlelittie john theories of human communic-
ation columbus torontoorontoTl london sidney charles E merrill
publishing co 1973 p 58

4louise A liddell clothes and your appearance
south holland illinois the goodheart wilcox co inc

1977 p 11

bid p 12

v1aew

vj wed

1
1 he elde-rs

pre

JE

4

5

3stephenestephen littlejohn
colurzalbuslbus

publish 4dng

51bid
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8maryamary rcleacle

4

the postulation that clothing does indeed communicate

and express personality is not new in the sixteen hundreds
people were aware that character was displayed by outward

adornment the great sage ghakespeare04hakespeareshakespeare penned these well

known words of advice given by polonius to his son laertes
costly thy habit as thy purse can buy
but not expressed in fancy rich not gaudyaudy
for the apparel oft proclaims the man6

approximately one thousand years prior to shakes-

peare perceptive observation words were expressed in holy

scripture that although god judges by the heart man

looketh on the outward appearance I samuel 167
our appearance is a form of self advertisement as

is our behavior

1

clearly the consequences of
the way we dress the way we present ourselves to the
outside world can be far reaching indeed particularly
on occasions when we wish to create a good impression
such as when meeting people for the first time perhaps
asking some favor or applying for a job 7

in reality missionaries although not selling a

product can be likened to salespersonssales inpersons that they are

working to sell ideas and principles they also are

associated with a large organization and as family circle
associates attest A working woman represents the pro-

fession of which she is a member

william shakespeare hamlet the complete works
of william shakespeare new york and cleveland the world
syndicate publishingpublishina co p 950

renda naylor fashion sense london brenda naylor
1976 p 8

ary milo and jean king marshallmarsha1marshaimarshad family circlecircie
complete book of beauty and charm garden city new york
garden city books 1951 p 275

9

8

6williamawilliam
0

1

represen-ts

Publish lnaina
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background and history

in 1977 it became apparent to leaders of the LDSZS
church that although elders presented an image of pro-

fessionalism by their attire a stigma had been attached
to lady missionaries which was far framfrom desirable it was

determined that much of the existing problem of this
unseemly image was due to a lack of understanding knowledge

and awareness by the sisters of the effect of nonverbal

communicationcommuna incatloncationcatton areas of clothingofclothing makeup hairstyleshair andstyles
social behavior it was therefore acknowledged by the

first presidency that an educational program was needed to

train lady missionaries in the art of projecting a profes-

sional image the purpose of which was to enhance not only

their own appearance therefore building individual self
confidence but also to improve the image of the church as

a whole

during january of the same year a directive was

issued by the first presidency through the managing

directors of the missionary department of the LDS church

to the mission president of the mission training center
provo utah requesting that a training program concerning

personal appearance be established and presented to the

sisters in addition to their regular curriculum
max pinegar then president of the MTC assigned a

committeeommittee of former mission presidents wives to structure
a course pertaining to the aforesaid areas of wardrobe and

5

essionalism

fc re

Backaround
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sacs4cstrivingsrivingsbivings for
success are pointed what you wear and how you look
can make the difference between moving steadily toward
your goal or just rocking back and forth in the same
spot

9edithbedith

6

groominggroo poiseminxminz makeup and hair care they in turn

enlisted the expertise of certain authorities in each area

to design and implement the personal development program

for lady missionaries this author became the coordinator

of dress and grooming and was assigned the challenging task
of writing directing and presenting that aspect of the

curriculum thisnisbis assignment involved research into the

multifacetedmulti skillsfaceted of clothing design and the communic-

ational modes of line texture proportion and color the

effect of these concepts in design can be far reaching as

applied to the visual image projected by wearing apparel

for as edith head famous costume designer for the movie

industry states
no matter in which direction your

in your search for success of course
clothes can make you look the part you want to play
but they cant replace the ability to play it9

uponui3onuicon commencement of the course in dress and

grooming during october 1977 it became obvious that
there was in reality a serious problem concerning lady

missionaries attire the general appearance was a

motley assortment of house dresses jumpers and little
girl type clothes an occasional mumufumu even showed up

Q

edith head how to dress for success new york
random house 1967 ppap viii x

ing

ita
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7

prior to this time sisterssjsterSj preparingster tos serve

eighteen month missions had received a brief one page list
of suggested wearing apparelparrelap from the mission president of

their designated part of the world see pendisappendisappendixAp A due

to its lack of clarity and specific recommendations it was

determined by the managing directors of the missionary

department that a more detailed clothing guideline be

written to replace the existing one this was accomplished

within a short timeimezime by the wives of the managing directors
and distributed post haste to replace the old one

however within a short period of time it became

apparent that this three page handout see appendix A was

not only inadequate and ambiguous but was also misleading

the image of dress began to change drastically from little
girl frills and dowdy house dresses to dark somber outfits
void of individual expression in order to achieve the

desired image for lady missionaries in the LDS church a

study was proposed and a group of three women selected to
prepare a new comprehensive yet concise clothing guide-

line this creative thesis establishes the criteria for a

partial solution to the problem through research and

compilation of available information concerning communic-

ation of clothing the end result being the publication of

a clothing guideline for lady missionaries of the church4urchburchC of

jesus christ of latter day saints

4 dent

4 DJ vectorsrectors

presl
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provoprove utah
3 marilyn T harrisearris inservicainserviceserviceIn leader personal

development for lady missionaries MTC image consultant

and business executive cofounderco andfounder directorcodirectorco success

perception inc provo utah

importance of the studstudy

much has been written within the last few decades

on dressing for success emily cho the founder of new

image a business designed to help women project their
unique personal style through the way they dress

elaborates on the importanceportanceLm of clothing to ones identity
modern life is fast contacts are brief and often

we get just one chance to tell another human being who
we are we must make an instant statement te cant
afford to waste an opportunity by not sending the right
signals

catlcall andard fashion model

instructor four years of self improvement course EYUBYU

extension service salt lake city utah
2 susie E olsenoisen program coordinator of personal

development for lady missionaries MTCMC image consultant
and commercial model president and foundercofounderco success

perception inc

importimpor11 ance

8

the impressive task for this unique study became

the responsibility of the following committee

1 alice W buehnebuehner coordinator of dress and

grooming MTC BA home economics clothing textiles and

related arts former mrs americaAmeriamerl

clothing language is an important
visual code that projects our talents our needs our

sty &e

we

ou

ident ity
ae
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ciolciot

howhoe

9

personalities our disposition and our destination
without doubtdoublydoubty when we dress our psyches are showing10showing1showingshowings

large

101

numbersnum ofberksberts people neglect to take advantage

of the messages clothing can communicate either because

they lacklactacklaziaz knowledget of the skills or are unaware that
clothingclocio languagethina even exists 11

by emphasizing the positive aspects of yourself
through dress you can inspire confidence in your
abilities and your judgment you can make people
happyharpyzappy and excited to be in your presence in fact
a clear personal style can spark your own inner assur-
ance and can helpheiphelgp to enhance your natural beauty
strength and success2success12success

the

212

importance of wearing apparel as communicants

is becoming more obvious in the business world and most

people who have achieved even moderate success in business

have some ability to observe and evaluate nonverbal

messages 13

when people meet you they are attracted repelled
or indifferent to you almost entirely depending upon
your eye appeal first impressions must be based
on what the other person sees14

ray birdwhistle a well known communication

theorist believes that we communicate by a myriad of

nonverbal modes including manner of dress 1 it is

emily cho and linda grover looking terrific new
yorkork G P putnamsputnamsr sons 1978 ppap 111211

ibid
12

p 12 ibid
ken cooper nonverbalnonvenonae communicationcobalbai newunicationubicationuni yorkcationcatlon

AMACOAMACOK 1979 p 2

joan bennett ho to debe attractive new roekyorkpcek
alfred A knopf 1943 p 8737

james C mccroskey carl 2 larson and mark L
knapp an introduction tot interperscnalinterpersonal communication engle-
wood cliffs new jersey prentice hall inc 1971 p 93

0

hing

th ough

1

ln

15

r

121bid
13ken

14joan 1
1.1

15

inter scnalsanal commrun aatlozatlon

1

lO

Mt
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difficult not to communicate certain levels degrees of

shared meanings of communication take place whether or not

they are intended 16 these meanings may arise as a result
of physical appearance the clothing one wears or even the

fact that one is wearing clothing 1

because the need exists for a professional image

among lady missionaries this thesis will define what know-

ledge concerning communication of clothing is necessary in
order to create a desirable image of professionalismprofessional the
term professional is derived from available research

describing the most appropriate attire for women business

executives in lieu of an experimental study by this
author the interpretation of the professional look is
supported by molloymolloys extensive research on womens wearingwearin

apparel his research shows that beyond a doubt the

skirted suit and blouse give women a look of authority
and a sense of presence in business 10 intn fact when a

woman is dressed in a good suit it is easier to give

orders and have them carried out 1

the suited look or dress with a jacket would be

appropriate attire for lady missionaries in most cultures

don F faules and dennis C alexander communic-
ation and social behavior A symbolic interaction perspective
california london amsterdam addisonwesleyaddison publishingwesley

co 1978 p 7

molloy p 37 ibid ibid p 27

17

ism

1118

19

16

17 18 19
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ppap 636463 head64 p 15

william H marshall ed thehe visible self new
jersey prentice hall inc

effec4effectf ive fo

11

however in some parts of the world a less professional
look would be acceptable other research which will be

cited in this thesis concerning the field of visual
communication firmly upholds molloys findings edith head

claims that every wardrobe should begin with a good looking

suit casual enough to wear with a sweater but not so

casual as to be worn in the city 2

molloy found that a dress with a jacket is also

effective for the business woman 2 he states that the

dress does not represent a single look it really
represents several looks similar to a suit the dress

is the most versatile garment a woman can have for the

dress can be anything from sportswear to formal wear

for the purpose of this study the term

professional will refer to the suit look or the dress

with a lacketjacket look

because each outfit projects some kind of meaning

it is necessary to develop harmony in the total appearance

for every costume presents a complete picture 24

the body as a structural base plus the coverings
and decorations imposed upon it provides the total
effect that receives aesthetic evaluation the total
effect is of significance because dress is a failure
aesthetically speaking in any particular society if
the total impression it presents is not a pleasing one 3

OQ20 01 oo00
head p 69 molloy p 66 ibid p 41

ibid

1973 p 109

20

A
21

22

23

25

21 22

23 24

25

6-0
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12

it will be shown later in this thesis that although

the total effect of wearing apparel creates an overall
visual image each separate element line proportion

color and texture creates its own visual illusion which

in turn makes nonverbal statements color fabric style
and fit all create certain impression 26 therefore the

desired effect is one of harmony among these principles of

dress for without unity conflicting messages can and are

projected

the major responsibility in selecting a creative
approach to a thesis is to be both author and critic not

only must the author be responsible for creating a viable

research foundation for the study specifying criteria and

defining limitations but she must also be able to validate

her proposals in terms of academic standards

despite its subjectivity creative research can
make outstanding contributions to new and different
solutions to a problem in fact the creative
approach is frequently the first step in a sequence
of solutions which may eventually become objective
and suitable for experimental analysis27analysis

in

27

order to facilitate that responsibility within

the framework of this thesis the writer will dcdo four things

first justify the need for a clothing guideline booklet and

lynn clarkdark dorr what cha dont know yet
los angeles brook house 1976 p 315

wilbert provonostProvo creatingnost teaching materials
and curricula 11 an introduction to graduate study in peechspeech
and theatre east lansing michigan michigan state
university press co 1981 p 162

e

0 A
c

26lynn

27
S

lement
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define the criteria and goals to be achieved second deter-
mine from researching available material what information
ought to be included in the format third examine the

results of the findings and create a clothing guideline

booklet for LDS lady missionaries in its finished form

and fourth examine the booklet to make sure it meets the

criteria previously outlined this can be accomplished by

determining the answers to the following questions

1 Is clothing an important communicant

2 what criteria should be set and goals achieved

in a guideline
3 what major areas should be included

in answering question one research in the field of

nonverbal communication concerning dress will be examined

and the results analyzed the answer to question two will
be determined by the limitations set by the managing

directors of the missionary department and the mission

president of the MTC along with the guideline committee

and the last question will be answered by an evaluation of

the other two which it is hoped will result in a useful

contribution to the field of communications

delimitationslimitationsDe of this thesis

this thesis will relate only to the communicational

function of clothes for lady missionaries of the church of

jesus christ of latter day saints it will not deal with

4

achie red
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14

communication of clothing for women in the fashion world nor

for lady missionaries of other denominations although the

material could be easily adapted to the latter
many facets of a complete wardrobe could be dis-

cussed it could include for example the communicational

aspectsaspects of accessories ie jewelry glasses scarves bags

umbrellas etc and other important items of clothing

ie coats rain wear shoes boots etc but this essay

will not treat these items in detail only with occasional

reference where appropriate nor will this thesis
elaborate on grooming to any great extent it is assumed

that grooming is an obvious essential for a successful
appearance this subject is covered in detail in the work-

shop training sessions at the MTC

summary

dress standards for women in the church of jesus

christ of latter day saints are unique in that they must

adhere to certain criteria of modesty clothes designers

cannot always be relied upon to design acceptable attire for
lady missionaries the fashion industry is more concerned

with selling and making a profit than with communicational

aspects of clothing28clothing

28

28

john T molloy the womanscomans dress for success
book 75 rockerfeller plaza new york warner books inc
1977

hing
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it has long been accepted knowledge that clothing
does indeed communicate but not until recently has extensive

research been conducted in this areaaraa the fact that LDSLJDSlids

lady missionaries represent their church as a whole

necessitates a more unified and professional image to
be projected by their outward appearance because the

visual statement made in the past by sisters was considered

by many to be undesirable the managing directors of the

missionary department initiated an educational personal

development program for lady missionaries at the mission

training center from this nucleus developed the need for
a select committeecommititee to create an acceptable clothing guide-

line
research into the area of nonverbal communication

and clothing design determined that the most professional
image is considered to be the executive or business

look which projects authority and efficiency the suit and

the jacketed dress were both found to be the most effective
communicators of a professional image

upon further study it became apparent that not

only the total image is important but also the component

elements of line proportion textureexture and color each of

these principles create an illusion of their own

ibid
lynn clarkdark dorr what haachaicha dont know yet

los angeles brookhouse 1976

1 line

9

4 exture
30

29

30

commit iceeitee

exaure
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slonsionshonsaonariesarles the need for a concise clothing guideline became

apparent

this thesis will present the indingsfindingsandings of supportive

research on clothing as communicants and will suggest what

instructional material should be included in a new guideline

chapter 1 presented a background and history of the

thesis and determined the importance of creating a guideline

booklet it also described the delimitationslimitationsde of this
creative thesis

chapter 2 will deal with the statement of the

problem the criteria to be followed and the goals to be

achieved

emily cho and linda grover looking terrificexpress yourself through the language of clothing new
york G P putnamsputnamsr sons 1978

32patricia drake hemingway the well dressed
woman new york david mckay co inc 1977 p xi

clotciot

16

in addition it was observed that clothing affects
behavior patterns to some extent 31 in the field of sell-
ing one must package themselves asaz attractively as

possible how you display the product is almost as
32important as the ingredients lady missionaries are

in a sense selling christian ideas and principles
the problem that exists in the LDSLJDS church concerning

the image of lady missionaries is of worldwideworld importwide in
order to alter the overall communicated image of lady mi-
ssionaries

ma-

sslon

affectsfacts

f

guidel 4lne

31

32patricia

att-ractively
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chapter 3 will review some theories of communication

dealing with nonverbal communication and how they relate to
clothing imagery

chapter 4 will determine the behavioral effects of
clothing as communicants

chapter 5 will touch briefly on the religious
significance of the thesis

chapter 6 will describe the elements of clothing
design and how they concern communication of dress

chapter 7 will summarize the results of the research
draw conclusions and make recommendations for further
studies

communica 1
1 ionlon
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chapter 2

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

the entire membership of the church of jesus christ
of latter day saints at this writing approaches the five
million mark approximately five thousand women who serve

in the capacity of missionaries represent the church in a

composite way they are designated ambassadors for this
large organization and as such contribute to its perceived

reputation lady missionaries primary responsibility is
to teach the message of the gospel of jesus christ however

along with this assignment they are automatically imbued

with a secondary responsibility of great import that of

enunciating an exemplary image in whatsoever location they

are called to serve

in the past the image of lady missionaries was con-

sidered to be unprofessional the general authorities of

the LDSUOSlos church recognizing thathat this stigma was an

unfortunate reality set in motion a plan to change the

visual image of the sisters to a professional appearance

as defined by molloys research on womens clothing

there is a need for an improved visual image which

is vital to the total impact of the LDS church A partial
solution of this problem would be the designing and

18

4
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loniondon and clothing design this thesis will
attempt to show a relationship between nonverbal messages

and wearing apparel without formal tabulation by drawing

upon existing studies
the importance of this work is indicated by the

supposition that lady missionaries must receive pertinent
information concerning clothing selection long before they

enter the mission training center and that a clothing
guideline would satisfy this need therefore it is hoped

that the proposed clothing guideline will not only provide

the necessary information and help to build the self
confidence of the sisters but will also minimize the

expenditure of time effort and money in their preparation

of a missionary wardrobe

the first phase of this thesis determined the need

for a clothing guideline booklet to be written for the LDS

church by a select committee it is assumed that research

into the area of wearing apparel as nonverbal communicants

clot1cioticlota ling

correacorreu
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publication of a concise clothing guideline the compila-

tion of this booklet would be important in that it would be

mailed to sisters almost as soon as they receive their
calls giving them ample time to choose an appropriate

acceptable and attractive missionary wardrobe

in order to facilitate the writing of an acceptable

clothing guideline it becomes necessary to collect and

correlate extensive research material in the fields of non-

verbal ccmmunicatcommunication

ate
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supports the idea that there is a correlation between

behavior and dress as well as between the first impression

formed in peoples minds and others personal appearance

aristotle is quotedquocquo4 ased saying beauty is a greater
recommendation than any letter of introduction in the
course of daily lives people are repeatedly judged by their
overallover appearanceall these assessmentsassessmerr are called first
impressions and the impact of these images can change the

destiny of lives
they can mean the difference between success and

failure not only in ones interpersonal relationships but

also in her educational pursuits and professional careers

visual appearance includes the clothing and decora-

tive accessories worn the grooming practiced and even

fragrances A first impression is always final if there is
no chance for a second impression if the first impression

causes disapproval rejection isJAs a result on the other
hand if it is favorable then acceptance is the norm

when approval has been gained by ones appearance

opportunities generally open up to reinforce that first
impression or even to furtherfulfther enhance it

your clothes do more than protect you from the
weather they give other people cues to your social
status your occupation and your destination in a

mary kefkesgen and phyllis touchie specht individual-
ity in clothing selection and personal appearancepearancebearance london
macmillan publishing co inc 1971 p 3
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1

2leonardbleonard
psychpsychodosyholosyho todaytodyloSy aprilapril 1974 p 49

leonard zunin MDMJDmid with natalie zunin contact
the first four minutes los angeles nash publishing 1972
p 8
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brief encounter the first thing most notice is the sex
age race and physical appearance including clothes
of the other person these may seem to be superficial
qualities but they are important determinants of one
persons reaction to another2another

initial

2

human contact is established or reaffirmed

in a very short period of time zunin reported that the
average length of time during which strangers in a social
situation interact before they decide to part or eontinuetfontinuecontinue

their encounter was four minutes this length of time was

established by careful observation of hundreds of people 3

because society decrees that people wear clothing
women have used their artistic imagination to create a mode

of fashion which stimulates nonverbal messages zunin calls
it surface language or a pattern of immediate impressions

conveyed by appearance

most people dress not only to please themselves

but also to be attractive to others no matter if clothing

is worn to conceal reveal or camouflage it is wise to be

aware of the impressions made

we need also consider how the surface language of
others is computed in our own minds for as others are
judging us we are judging them we arrive at our own
first impressions from the messages we receive both
verbal and nonverbal from the facts that we know and
from the assumptions we make frequently the judgments

2leonard bickman clothes make the person
psychology

f

lon

ive

3
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we make of others are greatly influenced by our own
patterns of dress and grooming4

on first contact with strangers assumptions are

developed some are valid 9 but others are not and may be

eventually discarded zunin called this the assumptive

world and noted that it infiltrates behavior at different
levels of awareness and influences a wide range of

activities assumptions always involve emotional reactions
along with intellectual computations zunin observed that
people deal in stereotypes 9 or a simplified and standard

conception or image invested with special meaning and held

in common by members of a group 5

the elders of the LDS church are definitely stereo-
typed by their unified look should the sisters adopt a

more unified appearance also creating a similar pattern
but employing individual preference in sty ie then an ove-
rall assumption would possibly be formed in connection with

their image as well uniformity of style might produce a

similar positive effect as that of a regular uniform

brenda naylor indicates that a uniform look has

certain advantages

whilst some uniforms serve to demonstrate superior
power or authority others can be an outward sign of the
possession of particular skills and an ability to help
they show that the wearer accepts a discipline and is
likely to behave in accordance with certain standards
rather than according to personal whim 6

efgen and specht p 7 bid

grooming 4

style

Assumpt
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bersheid and walster social psychologists have

compiled a fascinating work on the effect and influence of
physical appearance on interpersonal relationship and social
phenomena they concluded that outward appearance has a

profound impact upon lives and that it begins very early

in life they found that teachers from nursery school

through high school and college admitted that they ranked

pupils by appearance the most attractive children were

assumed to be the smartest in another study the authors

found that young adults thought that good looking persons

were generally more sensitive kind interesting strong

poised modest sociable outgoing and exciting than less
attractive persons 7

common sense helps one to realize that the man or

woman who relies completely on physical attractiveness to

the exclusion of the development of the other aspects of

their being will have serious difficulty adjusting to life
however it would be unrealistic not to realize that an

attractive appearance is a significant standard by which

impressions are formed and that clothingclothinq is a large factor
in creating a visual image

llen berscheid and elaine walster advance in
experimental social psychologypsy2holo new york academic press
inc 1971 vol VII p 27

efsect
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criteria to be followed

while writing a clothing guideline for LDS lady

missionaries it is necessary to consider the following

1 cultural customs of the world women serving

missions do so in just about every culture imaginable

their clothes must not appear too unusual although they

are not required to dress exactly ilkelike the foreigners do

when it would be impractical to do so for example wearing

veils over the face

2 climate and seasonal changes of areas this is
one of the most vital things to consider for sisters may

be in alaska wearing sealskinseal bootsskin on a navajo indian

reservation in levislevils or in samoa wearing cotton dresses
and canvas shoes the mission president sends a detailed

letter to each sister soon after she receives her call
which explains any unusual information he also has the

finalfinai say on what to bring
3 minimal cost to missionarymissionarv the booklet should

stress building a missionary wardrobe around existing
apparel and not going out to purchase an entirely new one

often they can find many items in their own closet that
would be suitable furthermore the guideline should

describe what colors work well together forfow a mix and match

ensemble

4 limited amount of clothing because sisters
mustmusi carry their own luggage most of the time and because

1 4 ke

4 o0

often

fo-r

missionarv
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the airlines have weight limit for baggage a missionary

wardrobe should consist of as few items of wearing apparel

as possible to last eighteen months some articles can be

purchased in the area to which the sister is going

5 durability of clothing sisters should keep in
mind that many areas of the world do not have modern con-

veniences such as laundromats or cleaning establishments

in some parts of the world women still wash clothes in a

stream pounding them on the rocks therefore fabric must

be durable and easy to maintain
6 practicality of clothing this requirement is

a must in the interest of time of which missionaries

have very little clothes should be made of wrinkle resistant
drip dry easy care type fabric whenever possible

7 overall attractiveness and comfort although

wearing apparel should be comfortable especially shoes

it need not be unattractive here is where the sisters
need to consider their individual body structure and

coloring and adapt clothing to their unique requirements

8 church standards of modesty certain mention

should be made in the guideline reminding the sisters of

this criterion many women are naively unaware how they

appear in some types of clothing
9 unity in style the objective is to have a

unified appearance among lady missionaries one of

professionalism

siste-rs

fab-ric
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10 spiritual motivation because this is a unique

booklet dealing with a unique churchchurchy spiritual motivation

should be a factor
in addition to these ten areas to be considered in

the guideline bockbookbogk itil is also important to keep in mind the
following 2

1 the book must be reasonable in cost
2 it must be concise yet easy to understand
3 it must meet the needs of sisters ages twenty

one to seventy

4 it must take into account that women vary in
shapes and sizes

goals of clothing guideline booklet

the authors of the proposed guideline would hope

that the booklet will achieve the following goals

1 assist lady missionaries of the LDS church in
selecting an appropriate professional and attractiveattract
wardrobe

jveave

2 help sisters gain confidence through an

increased knowledge of the principles of beauty in dress
3 improve the overall image of the church through

the examples in style set by lady missionaries
4 help the sisters to apply the information in such

a way as to be able to forget about themselves and conce-
ntrate on teaching the message of jesus christ
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5 help them to realize that beauty is part of

spirituality
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defdesinelne communication as

symbolic behavior which results in various degrees of
2shared meanings and values between participants A symbol

stands for something elseeise another stimulus another

response etc 0 they further reiterate that meanings

are in people 4

another definition of communication is attributed
to samovar porter and jain which is the process whereby

one person deliberately attempts to convey meaning to

another liali5 however in light of this study it might be

countered that people communicate undeliberately as well

in maticspragmatics of communications watzlawick and

jackson presented five basic axioms the first one one

1 2littlelittie john p 205 faules and alexander p 5

3 ibid3ibidbibid 4ibidbibid

5larryclarry

chapter 3

theoretical orientation OF THE STUDY

an important aspect of interpersonal communication

is the establishment of relationships A relationship is a

pattern of interaction between two people based on their
perception of one another ml

faules and alexander define

p 7 bid

larry A samovar richard E porter and nemi C

jain understanding intercultural communication belmont
california wadsworth publishing co 1981 p 11

28
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cannot not communicate applies16 to nonverbal communication

effectively for whether a person is speaking or not her

visual actions and her appearance makes a statement

littlelittiejohn maintains that this viewpoint is important

for it emphasizes that the very attempt to avoid

interaction is itself a kind of interaction 7

although john deweys theories clearly related to
language he saw the human being as a whole person who is
constantly interacting with the world outside

the complexity of unity as it applies to a human

being is astonishing but for the sake of simplicity it
will only be referred to here as it applies to the visual
perception of the whole person including her outer adorn-

ment

latzke and quinianquinlan describe unity as a fundamental

law of esthetics because it is a law of the mind

many efforts have been made to show that there are
laws that hold in any successful expression of the
experience of beauty those principles of
composition then by which unity is secured must also
be fundamental to the experience of beauty even as
they are to the adequate expression of that experience
in visual art10artioarzio

aul watzlawick and don jackson pragmatics of
communication A study of interactional patterns pathologies
and paradoxes new york norton 1967 p 51

ittlejohn p 206 bid p 114
9alpha latzke MS and bethboth quinlanquintanquinian MA

clothingClotciot anhinSL introductory college course chicago
philadelphia J P lippincott co 1935 p 35

10abidtbid

communicate16

littlejohn

8

9

art

7littlejohn

colle

101bid

gpaul
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this reference to the human being as a unified
person interacting with the world outside is analogous to
missionaries who are not only seen as unique individuals
but are also viewed as the church itself the fact that
lady missionaries interact with people of all cultures
worldwide implies that a uniform look would be desirable
to distinguish them as members and missionaries of the LDS

church

it is notable that during the late 1960s and early
1970s in a figurative sense the world began to shrink

the global village prophecy was upon us we could no

longer avoid each other ll13 people of other cultures became

very aware of one another through the media especially

television lady missionaries representing the church

were responsible for communicating not only the gospel

ideals but also projecting nonverbal messages through

their behavioral and visual examples throughout the entire
world

the following statement is an example of just how

complicated the communicational process is
verbal processes are primary means for the exchange

of thought and ideas but there are also closely related
nonverbal processes that often can overshadow them
although there is not complete agreement as to what co-
nstitutes the province and domain of nonverbal processes
most authorities agree that the following topics must be
included gestures facial expressions eye contact and
gaze posture and movement touching dress objects
and artifacts silence space time and paralanguage12

samovar et al p 5 ibid p 51

11

he

12paralanguage

12

stitutes

para language
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ray birdwhistle estimates that in a normal two

person conversation the nonverbal components of a message

carry 65 percent of the social meaning J

in fact when we receive conflicting information
from verbal and nonverbal channels 9 we may makemaicemajce
decisions by placing more credibility on the non-
verbal message perhaps we feel it is harder to akefake
conflicting responses in situations where we receive
conflicting messages through two different nonverbal
channels it is likely we will choose to believe the
message which emanates from the channel we perceive
harder to fakei4fake14

another theorist albert mehrabian conducted a

series of tests to determine how much nonverbal messages

contribute to the communication of attitudes the results
of Mehrabianmehrabian1smehrabianls research were body 55 percent voice 33

percent and words 7 percent our attitudes are com-

municated silently as well as vocally 15

physical appearance is without question of prime

concern in almost every society not only does it provide

basic demographic data on age sex height weight race

and physical beauty it also provides a wealth of data on

personality 1 our initial analysis ofdf physical appear-

ance is called first impression it has been stated that
we never get a second chance coto make a first impression

other theories of communication might well apply to

physical appearance or more specifically wearing apparel

mccroskey et al p 93 ibid p 95
1 C 1

cooper p 9 ibid p 52

13

fcomrom

f
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16
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15 10
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for example leonare doobs approach to public opinion

included societal attitudes on groups involved in an issue
as well as the issue itself thus public opinion analysis
must attempt to understand group tradition for example

a group dressed like hippies would be viewed differently
than a group dressed in suits

most theorists define attitude as a mental state
creating in the person a readinessread toigessiDess behave positively or

negatively toward certain people situations and things 18

bateson and reush believed that communication must be viewed

from within the social context in which it occurs their
interest in communications was spawned by their work as

psychiatrists with patients whoschos troubles seemed to stem

from communication problems they found that the individual
sees himself through two modes one of them being the reflec-
tion of other peoples attitudes toward himself 19 it will
be discussed briefly later in the study how visual percep-

tion of clothing creates attitudes in other people

perhaps the symbolic interactionist theory espoused

by herbert blumer could be applied to visual appearance

for his root images cover the topics of group life
social interaction the nature of objects persons as

actors the nature of human action and interlinkingsinter oflinkings

individual actions in society 20

littlejohn p 361 ibid p 167

ibid p 45 ibid p 62

17

17 18

19 20
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ae4e

aa1afavorableavorableadorableavo attitudesrablerabie would be

stimulated in the observer however in areas where the

professional appearance is not preferred ie guatamalaguatemalaGua

samoa

tamala

an indian reservation adaptation must be made in
the wardrobe this factor should be considered in the

clothing guideline because it would be undesirable foreor

wearing attire to create noise which would interfere with

the message

in a sense some communication theories can be

interpreted to deal with visual communication but in

reality even nonverbal theories touch only lightly on

dress as a factor but because clothing is a stimulus

of nonverbal communication it may be used to elicit and

formulate behavior just as verbal signs do which leads
us into a discussion of behavior as it relates to clothing

ibid

33

one theory dealing with social judgment is attrib-
uted to muzafer sherif he noted that individual judgment

of things and people depended a great deal on ones
initial orientation toward the world messages that fall
within the latitude of acceptance facilitate attituattitude
change 2

to illustrate how theory relates to clothing we

could assume that wherever lady missionaries are seen in
the suit or jacketed dress

21

uhdesi wablerablewabie

21

gor
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chapter 4

behavioral EFFECTS OF CLOTHING

personal apparelappare is a major source of information

about the identity and character of others it seems

plausible that clothing may affect self attitudes as much

or more than observer attitudes although the term personal

apparel covers a wide variety of things from cosmetics to
glasses the small amount of research available seems to

have focused more on clothing than on accessories 1

hoults research 1954 suggests that the influence

of clothing on ratings of attractiveness personality
success etc is greater when the person is unknown or

socially distant to the rater 2 this would indicate that
professional type clothing worn by lady missionaries who

are seldom in one area longer than six months would have a

significant influence on ratings

the psychological effect of mood in clothes is far
stronger than most people realize 3 and living abroad makes

oneiine think seriously about relations between different parts

ccroskeyroskeycC et al p 102 bid
3emmidemmi cotton clothes make magic new york E P

duttonbutton co inc 1951 p 12

34
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of society and the way the different parts speak to
4each other

in her studies of the psychology of dress elizabeth
hurlock makes this claim

the fashion impulse is a most astonishing and
potent force because of its universality its rapidity
its influence upon the behavior of individuals and its
close relationship to the social and economic life of
nations5nations

up

5

to the early part of the seventeenseventeenth century in
western nations it was possible to tell the position of
every one by the clothing he wore 0 even though a leveling
process has taken place and people are more apt to stand out

as individuals there still exists a strong motivation to
look successful dress then usually proclaims the man

his position in society and the affluence of his profession

baker and petty expound their theory emphatically
NO MATTER HOW BEAUTIFUL ANY PART OF THE WHOLE IS IT

IS THE MIOLEWHOLE THAT MUST LOOKLOON BEAUTIFULbeautiful77

without qualification they believe that first
impressions are the most important appearance speaks

before the person does it gives other people clues to

your personality social status a hint as to your occup-

ation and even what you expect out of life

richard hoggart on culture and communication new
york oxford university press 1972 p 45

murlockhurlockshurlock p v bid p 34

oleda baker and francey petty how to create the
illusionIlluslilus ofronlOnaon A more perfect figure englewood cliffs new
jersey prentice hailhallhali inc 1978 p 17

bibid
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because the opinion of others is important people

spend much of their energy and money trying through

exterior signs to express their inner selves through

words actions and physical appearance they validate the
person within 9 of all the nonverbal messages we send out

the strongest is received from clothing

its unrealistic to suppose that society is so
enlightened that everyone has the patience to wait
for you to open your mouth before making a judgment
whether its fair or not a persons first judgment of
other people is an emotional and an aesthetic one
in most cases people make the vital decision about a
stranger in less time than it takes to blink an
eyelash 110

fashion is more universal today it is influenced

by war by economic conditions and by technological

advances 11

the kind of clothing we wear influences our
habitual posture and movement thus clothing
has been used since time immemorial to help enforce
societyssocie rulestys the dress codes we observe in
restaurants schools and private clubs are intended
to control our behavior at least as much as they
control our appearance12appearance

cho

12

and grover feel that one should aim to be not

clothes conscious or self conscious but rather conscious

of self and how that self is projected through clothing 1

whenanen this sense is developed it becomes a powerful tool in
specifying not only who we are but also the direction in
which we are heading 4

9 10cho and grover p 19 ibid p 20

ibid p 46 ibidbid p 24

ibidbid p 33 ibid

eyelash10

13

14

acho
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131bid 141bid
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it is important to consider ones personality when

selecting wearing apparel A wise dictum is never to buy

clothes just because they look nice on someone else or

because they are the latest fashion for some women

tailored clothes are most becoming with straight lines
and crisp or stiff fabrics other women may enjoy a more

feminine appearance communicated by dainty curved lines
lace ribbons ruffles or gathers incorporated into soft
wools or silky fabrics 15 individual elements of clothing

design will be discussed in more detail later in the study

but regardless of clothes one can retain her gender by

wearing a few simple and often inexpensive adornments a

scarf or a beautiful piece of jewelry 36163

true

6

personality always reveals itself in dress
some how studies have shown that feelings about self are

usually shown in appearance clothes often reflect the

mental attitude of the wearer 171 as7 well as affect the

attitude of the wearer

they can give us confidence and pleasure at times
boosting our morale and because after all we are part
of everybody elsesalses environment giving some pleasure
to those who have to look at usl8usle

dr maxwell maltz has conducted extensive research
on self image he has discovered that a change in personal

byrta carson how you look and dress new york
mcgraw hill book co inc 1949 p 116

hemingway p 32 17liddelllliddelllL17 pLiddelliddell 12

naylor p 8

one I1 s

giving
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16hemingway

18naylor

16
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appearance can alter a persons self image 19 although he

is a plastic surgeon the implications of dr maltzmaltz1maitzmaltza

studies clearly can be applied to outer adornment as well

what really matters is what a woman does with what

she has doubt about ones personal image show while self
confidence built on knowledge of important principles of

clothing design radiates 20

maxwell19 maltz MD FICS the magic power of
self image psychology englewood cliffs new jersey
prentice hall inc 1964 p 123

shirley lord the easy way to good looks new
york thomas Y crowell co 1976 p 2

20shirley20
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chapter 5

significance OF RELIGIOUS background TO THE STUDY

the LDS churchchurchy from its inception has stressed
the importance of maintaining high standards of dress
although joseph smith jr the first president of the LDS

churchychurch dealt with much weightier matters than clothing

the second president brigham young was quite vocal on the

subject of womens styles
the daughters of israel should understand what fashions
they should have without borrowing from the impure and
unrighteous we should lead in fashions and in
everything that is right and proper and not be led by
the world

the latter day saints should wake up and begin to
think of these things we must mark out a patch for
ourselves and walk in it just as sure as we are the
church and kingdom of god justlust so sure have we to
give laws and fashions to the world sooner or later
when we walk humbly before he lord and observe his
precepts we can say to the world follow us and our
fashionslfashionsfashion

the current president spencer W kimball has

offered words of advice to the ladies of the church he

has reminded them that they need to evaluate themselves

carefully and to take careful inventory of their appearance

whether their dress is too old fashioned or too revealing

or too extreme he asked them in one article

brigham young journal of discourses london F D

richards 1355 vol 12 p 220

39
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have you made yourself attractive physically wellweilweli
groomed well dressed and attractive mentally
if not then change yourself continue to make
yourself attractive physically mentally spiritually
and emotionally 2

president kimball in another article stated
much of the major growth that is coming to the

church in the last days will come because many of the
good women of the world in whom there is often such
an inner sense of spirituality will be drawn to the
church in large numbers this will happen to the
degree that the women of the church reflect righteous-
ness and articulateness in their lives and to the degree
that the women of the church are seen as distinct and
different in happy ways from the women of the world3

the overall desirable appearance of lady mission-

aries should communicate order 9 cleanliness neatness

tasteful femininity freshness reasonable stylishness
dignity and modesty this description although sounding

formidableormi isdable fairly easy to obtain when correct principles
of clothing design are learned and applied

in addition lady missionaries after attending the
LDS temple must adhere to unique standards of modesty

appropriate styles which project an image of dignity and

professionalism can ordinarily be found within most

clothing establishmentsablishmentsabolishments these fashions also are more

modest in design it is also important for sisters to
present a uniform appearance as ambassadors of the church

02spencerspencer W kimball therethere Is purpose in life
the new era salt lake city utah september 1974 p 7.7

kimball ensign salt lake city utah november
1979 ppap 102103102 103
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without loosing their feeling of individuality and

femininity

when the sisters enter the MTC they are required

to memorize several discussions train to teach them

effectively learn the culture of the area to which they

are going and sometimes in addition learn an entirely
new language this they do within a period of three to
eight weeks

some sisters at the beginning of the personal

development program felt that learning to be more

attractive was superficial and valueless but the first
presidency of the church stressed the importance of each

sister attending the classes concerning personal appearance

which were held once each week in addition to their other

requirements they recognized the fact that the sisters
could be more effective missionaries if they felt better
about themselves and if they had a more professional
appearance

president david 0 mckay stressed that shallow-

ness concerning clothing exists only when a girls prime

interest is in how she looks

when outward adornment is all a girl possesses
the admiration she calls forth is even more
shallow than her beauty

it is not my purpose to discourage
efforts to enhance physical beauty when
given at birth it should be nurtured in
childhood cherished in girlhood and pro-
tected in womanhood when not inherited it
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should be developed and sought after in every
legitimate and healthful manner4mannermannera

spirituality

4

becomes the prime motivator during the

time spent on a mission however sisters come to realize
through the personal development program that because a

person consists of both body and spirit that one cannot be

neglected for the other furthermore christian doctrine

teaches that bodily perfectionperferperser istion a free gift to all people

the LDS churchchurchy specifically believes that disease
and physical impairment will no longer be found for the

spirit and the body shall be reunited again in its perfect
form 115

because of this belief the resurrection is seen as

a restoration of body and spirit 9 indicating the extreme

importance of caring for both entities in this life 6

in a modern day scripture of the mormon churchchurchy

doctrine and covenants section 89 it emphatically stresses
the importance of caring for the physical body as well as

the spirit 7

avid 0 mckay gospel ideals salt lake city
utah the improvement era 1953 p 450

he book of mormon translated by joseph smith jfjr
salt lake city utah the church of jesus christ of latter

day saints 1949 alma 1143441143
ruce

44

R mcconkie mormon doctrine salt lake city
utah bookcraft 1966 p 641

joseph smith doctrine and covenants salt lake
city utah the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
1976 section 89

5

6 bruce
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brigham young in his outspoken way put it this
way

let the sisters take care of themselves and make
themselves beautiful and if any of you are so supe-
rstitious and ignorant as to say that this is pride 9 I11
can say hatthat you are not informed as to the pride which
is sinful before the lord you are also ignorant as to
the excellency of the heavens and of the beauty in the
society of the gods were you to see an angel you
would see a beautiful and lovely leareature make your-
selves like angels in goodness and beauty8beautybeautys

brigham

8

young journal of discourses vol 12
ppap 201202201 202

4
4

8brigham
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chapter 6r

ELEMENTS OF DESIGN AS communicants

it is reasonable to assume that people first began

covering their bodies not only for modesty protection and

warmth but also for the sake of art women being esse-
ntially the artistic adapter where self and physical

attractiveness are concerned immediately became alive to

the alure of garments in the development of her natural
profession

the art of dressing then became fashion or in

other words the current acceptable mode in wearing apparelappareaapperea 2

and is an ever changing and evolving one A wise woman

takes note of these changes adopting fashions which are

flattering or useful and rejecting those which are not

the art of dressing in a pleasing and attractive
manner necessarily involves unity or harmony in design

harmony is achieved when the fundamental elements color

linelsne proportion scale and texture have been used to
express a single theme or concept 4

H dennis bradley the eternal masqueradeMasS newLuerada
york boni and leverightliverightLeve 1923right p 6

milo and marshall p 179 naylor p 9

efgen and spechtspech p 287
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although fashions come and go the principles of

these four elements of design are constant there is never

any change in the basic laws some styles reflect this
fact and are termed classics because they are attractive
for a long time with little alteration in appearance some

classic styles have been identified as the channel suit
alineA andline shirtwaist dressy english tweed suit trench

coat sweaters and skirts 6

women who fully understand the four basic elements

of design need not adhere to the whims of fashion 7 they

dont let fads a fashion of the moment lasting only for a

short duration or trends of fashion influence totally
how they dress but rather they consider their own age

coloring shape height and body proportion when selecting
apparel many factors social and commercial help make

style in dress but the wearer is the final arbitrator 8

this thesis defines briefly the most important

qualities of color line proportion and texture and

describes how they communicate separately as well as

collectively

ead p 82
6 joan

1971 p 9

gaetan J lapsickpsickkapsickLa scientific designingdes ofaningqning womens
clothes new york new york fairchild publishing inc
1949 p 4

bid p 28

dress 5

don t
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color

sir isaac newton 1666 conducted the firstirstarst
recorded experiments on light by passing lights through

a prism that reflects or bends the light rays into a

spectrum of colors he demonstrated that color is contained
Q

in light each of the seven colors of the spectrum red

orange yellow green blue indigo and violet has its
own constant wave length if all light is absorbed by the

surface 9 the surface appears black if all light is
reflected it appears white colors not reflected are

absorbed by the object and are not visible for example 9

blue fabric appears blue because its dye absorbs all
colored rays of light except that of blue which it reflects 10

colors have both negative and positive effects
psychologists agree that colors do communicate even though

they may mean different things to different people 11

colors can excite depress annoy 9 soothe and generally

affect the state of mind albert mehrabian has found that
most people respond to a range of colors which he calls
pleasure colors and arousal colors pleasure colors are

shades of blue green purple red and yellow while arousal

colors those stimulating either positive or negative

emotional reaction are shades of red orange yellow

efgen and specht p 314 1oibidtolbidtolbie p 315
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violet blue and green 12 in other words most colors
arouse some kind of emotion

the study of the psychology of color is extremely

complicated it is one of the most influential and exciting
things in our life studies have shown that colors affect
our moods and feelings as well as our looks colors can

make us appear shorter taller slimmer or fatter 13

colors can be termed both cool and warm cool

colors are those with predominantly blue undertonesundertonedunder andtones warm

colors are those with predominantly orange yellow undertonesundertonedunder

colors

tones
can impart either a warm wintry look or a cool 9

summery feeling

colors were used from earliest times as a means of

distinguishing the members of one social rank from those of

another generally the lower classes were limited to the
use of dull hues such as browns grays and blacks the
more wealthy classes could afford expensive dyes and so wore

more brilliant colors

the colors of nature have had their psychological

and physiological influence on us pure red has a decidedly

stimulating effect on the nervous system blood pressure

increases respiration rate and heartbeat both speed up

ibid p 69 liddell p 19

dorr p 315 hurlock p 34
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pure blue on the other hand has the reverse effect it
is therefore calming

red has often been associated with courage and

passion orange with halloween caution and energy yellow

expresses cheerfulness and warmth but has also been given

the connotation of cowardice green is the color of spring

representing new lifeilfe it is refreshing and supposedly

lucky blue is calming and formal it expresses tranquility
and dignity purple is the color of royalty mystery and

position of opulence and wisdom black is the absence of

light and symbolizes death evil or mystery white is pure

light and represents purity faith and peace 17

ones choice of color will depend upon her personal

coloring figure personality and present wardrobe the
season of the year and her emotional reaction to that
color it would seem that there is a lot to consider when

choosing a certain color

colors tricks are the result of various effects
one color has on another any straight color will drain

self pigment from another color which consists of a mixture

of that hue exact color term with something else for
example a pure red will make a grayed red seem grayer and

vice versa this pigment draining process is important in

lanian A scott ed the luscher color test new
york pocket books 1971 p 12

liddell p 20

16

16

17
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connection with skin for if a skin were predominantly

yellow for instance colors with yellow undertonesundertonedunder wouldtones

tend to drain the yellow from the skin and bring out the

colors which balance the skin tone

colors also intensify their compliments compli-

mentary colors are those that are opposite one another on

the color wheelwheels ie red green blue orange yellow

purple they enhance one another

whether it is good or bad to accentuate the pigment
in your skin depends on its own color content and on
the relationship between the colors of your skin and
hair18

each color can possess several variables value

for instance is the lightness or darkness of a hue chroma

refers to brightness or dullness of a color and is most often

referred to as intensity 19 these three variables hue

value and chroma can create illusions or impressions for
example the extremes of value very light or very dark

will usually emphasize the body appearance wherever the

value contrast is placed on the body the area will be

emphasized 20

chroma or purity of color is expressed as the

strength or weakness of a color high chroma colors draw

attentiontentional to the area to be emphasized bright strong

cotton ppap 979897

19
98

Bernice G chambers color and design new york
prentice hall inc 1951 p 336

9020refkefkefgengen and specht p 319
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colors can make the body appear larger dull weak or low

intensity colors can minimize the size of a body and can

also be used as a tool for camouflage 2

As has been previously stated color is one of the
most important elements in the clothing language in fact
some would call it a complex language all its own 22

line

all shapes are created by lines lines create
moods direct the eye and add emphasis since dress must

be worn not only for comfort and protection but also to
enhance the appearance the wearer should be aware that
lines also create messages all their own

vertical lines can communicate droopinessdroop sadnessiness
height spirituality spires on a church horizontal

lines can create width and connote rest fulnessfalness or passive-

ness 23

forms create impressions in nature ie squares

rectangles triangles circles or cylinders there are

only two kinds of lines in all of these forms straight
and curved straight lines can give a feeling of sportiness
or efficiency whereas curved lines appear more feminine

and rhythmic

ibid

restfulness

2libid
23chambers23

camouslage 21
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lines create visual impressions lines can be used
in a garment to make you look taller shorter heavier
or thinner the illusions they create can make
hips loookboook small or large shoulders look broad or
narrow and waists look thick or thin24

women with certain types of figures should keep

this fact in mind when choosing certain fashions As emmi

cotton notes seeing is believing but when you look at
lines seeing is deceiving 2

door states that if the figure isnt perfect and

most girls fall into this category correctly clothes
can fool the eye into believing it is or nearly is 26

proportion orjor scalescaaca

the most important line is the outline of the body

knowing the silhouette helps one to decide how to use line
in clothing to draw attention to the best features 27

there are secrets to looking ones best first a

woman must know her body type or bone structure and be

ruthfultruthful4 about her form this knowledge can be discovered

by measuring the wrist around the bone A person is con-

sidered to be small frame if her wrist measures under six

inches medium frame if the measurement is between six and

six and one half inches and large frame if it is over six
and one half inches this scale may vary slightly from

author to author

kefgen and specht p 293 cotton p 19

dorr p 324 liddell p 34

25
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according to psychologist william sheldons theory

outlined in his book the variety of the human physique

our bodies fizfit into three polar varieties of basic body

types the endomorphic rounded with prominent abdomen

mesomorphic large boned and muscular and ectomorphic

linear and fragile sheldon explains that all indi-
viduals are considered to have some of each of the three
types of characteristics even though they may be more

closely identified with one type or another
no matter what classification a person may be typed

she must consider her individual body structure and how

each portion relates to the other

the egyptians formulated basic laws of proportion
on which the greeks elaborated plato devised his own

ratio of dividing a line or area so that the lesser part

is to the greater part as the greater part is to the whole

the fibonacci or summation series of figures is
seen in structure of many living things such as in the
spiral distribution of seeds in sunflowerssun andflowers in the
shapes of certain shells leonardo fibonacci was an
italian mathematician who in 1202 formulated the
seriesserles of numbers 0 1 1 2 3 5 8 13 21 34 55
and so on in which the sum of any two successive
numbers gives the next number this ratio is called
the golden section30section

28

30

9029marshall p 46 chambers p 40

ibid p 41
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the proportions of the greek statues and historic
structures such as the parthenon and the pyramids were based

on the proportions 35 58 813 that is to say the

smaller space 3 has the same relationship to the larger
space 5 as the larger space has to the whole 8 this
relationship was also known as the golden mean 31

proportion may be defined as the pleasing relation-
ships of areas sometimes referred to as scale A

well proportioned human body may be divided into four equal

parts although few people possess this ideal structure
however much can be done to create the illusion of a

perfect figure by correctly applying the laws governing

proportion to clothing 33

differences and changes in physical appearance
affect the design and choice of items of dress always
in relation to aesthetic tastes and social customs
forms of dress have meaning the aesthetic
characteristics of dress are always seen in relation
to the body the total visual effect of dress
can be analyzed by describing its aesthetic
components34

texture

fabrics have different qualities and abilities
fabrics like music and perfumes can convey different

emotions m35 for example some words used to describe

31 32kefgen and specht p 269 ibid
ibid p 191 marshall p 120

hemingway p 131

he

32

relat 44on

analyzedcomponents 434

35

kefgen
33 34
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texture are smooth dull rough shiney nubby soft fuzzy

delicate crisp pebbly scratchy swishy and shaggy the

distinctive individual qualities of some textures typify
particular moods and feelings such as formality casual-
ness sportiness wealth sophistication or efficiency

for this reason mixing textures can be quite as tricky as

mixing colors one must keep in mind what mood the different
textures are communicating if conflicting messages are to be

avoided

texture is defined as how a fabric looks and feels
the yarn weave and finish determine the texture in addi-

tion to communicating moods and feelings fabrics and their
textures produce illusions that change apparent body size

for instance shiney hairy and bulky textures add weight

to the body 36 shiney textures reflect light and make the
person wearing them appear larger the fabric color is
also intensified by shine fabrics that absorb light and

are dull do not enlarge the figure 7 people who dont
wish to call attention to their body irregularities should

select textures that are not extreme very thin or thick
very soft or stiff or very shiney for example bold

textured stockings are completely wrong for the heavy leg 9

in addition to the textured characteristics which

the fabric possesses one must also consider the print of

kefgen and specht p 343 ibid p 345

ibid head p 101

37

38

39

36 337

38 39
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the fabric whether large and bold or small and insignifi-
cant for the pattern design also has a dimension of size
and weight

in this modern age there is a wide variety of

fabrics available and also a freer less rigid point of

view about whats worn when 4 A wonderful versatility
exists which makes fabrics seasonless because of this
fact a woman can virtually have many outfits out of a

very few items of clothing layering vests over skirts
sweaters over shirts and jackets over the works gives

great versatility 41 this factor makes it much easier
for women going on missions to pack fewer clothes and still
have a variety of outfits

one would not overlook the possibility of using
different and exciting textures to mirror personal
qualities enhance appearance and give personal
satisfaction texture is an element of design that
can be effectively used to express individuality

404.0 414.1coffey p 61 ibid
42kefgen and specht p 346

40

42

41

kefgen
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chapter 7

SUMMARY

this thesis addresses the problem that an improved

image of lady missionaries is essential for the overall
image of the LDSLOS churchchurchy not only because their appearance

is vital to the reputation of the whole organization but

also because it makes them more confident and effective in

their primary role as a teacher of the gospel it has been

seen that society reacts with more acceptance to a pro-

fessional appearance molloy and coffey

studies of personnel and business executives prove

that the suit is the most successful thing a woman can wear

for most kinds of job interviews A dress with a jacket is
also very effective molloy

if youre going to be doing the talking you want
people to concentrate on what youre saying not on
how you look aim for a classic feminine and
flattering look 1

A classic garment is one that is basic in design

versatile in use unspectacular in appearance with no

memorable detail and which will therefore remain useful
through several seasons

although this thesis does not elaborate on grooming

it is assumed that good grooming is an essential attribute

icoffeyocoffey p 154 ayior p 87
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of dressing attractively according to an article in the
new york times about dressing to get a job neatness was

the number one recommendation to young women by the personnel

directors of such prestigious companies as general motors

union carbide and citibankCiti 3bank

simplicity is also a basis to good taste lapsickpsickkapsickLa

and although women should be aware of fashions and fads

they should adapt them to their own figure and coloring and

incorporate them into their own style with simplicity
hemingway

because clothing is a nonverbal communicant

birdwhistlebirdwhistle9 the overall effect of a womanscomans outfit
should be one of unity 9 for without it conflicting
messages may be received even accessories should make

a woman look all of a piece 4

this particular study was conducted in order to
meet the current needs of the church of jesus christ of

latter day saints dress standards for lady missionaries
and was not intended for other church organizations or for

other female members of church auxiliaries although it
might be applicable

research revealed that few theories of communic-

ation deal with wearing apparel to any extent and although

hemingway p 22

polly bergen the polly bersenbergen book of beauty
fashion and charm englewood cliffs new jersey prentice
hall inc 1962 p 182

3hemingway

4polly bea
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some theories can be construed to imply a connection with

clothing it requires a little stretching of the imagin-
ation the bulk of nonverbal studies deals with kinesics
or paralanguageparalanguagcf the science based on the behavioral
patterns of nonverbal communication

it

5

became increasingly clear as the study progressed

that behavior is definitely linked to outer adornment the

clothes which people wear display their iner personality
naylor and express how they feel about themselves

clothes are without doubt as important a key to selfselaseifseia
confidence as are abilities and experiences hemingway

when ones outward appearance is acceptable to society it
increases ones confidence maltz

also to be considered when compiling information

for LDS lady missionaries is the unique modesty code as

well as the spiritual motivational aspect of looking

attractive many LDS church leaders have been concerned

with women members dressing modestly and yet setting an

example of stylishness

it was shown that not only an entire outfit makes

a statement but also the component parts color line
scale and texture all contribute individual moods and

feelings a unity of statement cotton when women

understand the laws which govern these elements of design

kefkesgen and specht p 1885kefgen
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they are better able to create a pleasing appearance for
example through the use of the laws of proportion in
clothing figures that do not fall within the greek ideal
may be improved 6

the study indicated that a need for receiving

pertinent information concerning an acceptable selection
of a missionary wardrobe before the sisters entered the
MTC was indeed a reality the clothing guideline booklet

it is hoped will help her to obtain a professional appear-

ance gain a better self concept and minimize her
expenditures of time money and effort in selecting her

missionary attire
today it is possible for any young woman to be well

groomed and better dressed for less money than at any
other time in our history in the contemporary world
you have more chance to express yourself and your
personality through your attire than in any other era
the potential for your goals and achievements is almost
limitless 7

conclusions

after careful research and analysis on available
aspects of communication a clothingClothcioth guidelinesinslinSI for lady

missionaries booklet was compiled under the direction of

the current mission president of the MTC joe J
christensen and his wife barbara who offered unceasing

encouragement support and advice the eighteen pagepae

5 7
chambers p 42 hemingway p xi
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booklet was co authored by alice W buehner marilyn T

harris and susie E olsen it was presented to the
managing directors of the missionary department of the
LDS church consisting of elders carlos E assay jackjckgack H

goaslind jr vaughn J featherstone and jacob de jager

after which it received unanimous approval it was then

reviewed by the church correlation department and was found

to have met the criteria set by the committees involved

it was approved corrected and sent to brigham young

university publications in june 1981 for its first
printing of 15000 copies mailing began promptly to all
lady missionaries of the church of jesus christ of latter
day saints to be received concurrently with their mission

calls

recommendations

As a resultresullresuitrebull of this study a determined need was met

for the LDS church concerning the projected image of lady

missionaries

it is assumed that a recognizable improvement will
take place in their appearance indirectly as a result of the

study and directly because of the publication of the

clothing guidelines for lady missionaries booklet A

followupfollow questionnaireup would be informative as to the

feedback from those sisters who have already received the

booklet

authowedred
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the guideline information should prove valuable to

the sisters 9 and in addition perhaps spawn further studies
along the line of the functional communication of clothing
much more could be said and researched in the areas of
grooming and accessories how they affect peoples image

however there is a need for more in depth studies on the

subject

it is hoped that this study while limited in scope

will provide a springboard for further and deeper inquiry

into the area of the communicational effect of clothing

he
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communicanoncommunication on dress

to all women officersofficerzofficenOffic anderz teachers in the church
dear sistersslaters

some months ago the presidency of the church
addressed a letter to the general boards of the relief
society young ladiesladies9ladles mutual improvement associa-
tion and primary association calling attention to
present conditions of immodesty in dress and asking
that these organizations in connection with the gen-
eral boards of sunday schools Y A M I1 A and rel-
igion classes take up the matter with the women of
the church the communication of the presidency
on these subjectsubjects was published in the editorials of
the january 1917 issues of the relief society ma
azine the young womankworwucswomanj journal and the chil-
drens friend we trusttast that if you have not already
donecloneolone so you will give these editorials careful con-
sideration we call your attention also to the edi-
torial on this subject by president joseph F smith
in the improvement era for december 1916

acting in accordance with the instructions given
the general boards of the three womens organiza-
tions prepared and adopted the following resolution

realizing that example is one of the most potent forces
torlor good or evil and being in perfect accord with the desire
expressed hyby the presidency of the curch to have ailallali latter
day saint women modestly dressed

we the women members of all general boards therefore
resolve that we will teach by example and precept a proper
modesty of dress thatehat we who have received endowments shall
dress on all occasions in complete conformity with instruc-
tions received in the temple and that those of us who have not
received endowments shall keep the body modestly clothed
always avoiding extremes 9

this resolution was sent to the priesthood author-
ities

aut
in

laor
each stake and to all women stake officers

the latter have signified their

c g

L

4 mag

accordancewith

in

willingness to adoptadept the
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extextremeeremeenemeeextremed
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same we now submit the resolution to you trusting
that you will accept it in the proper spirit and will
join with us in this important movement

the first part of the resolution applies to our sis-
ters who have been through the temple these sis-
ters have received special instructions from those in
authority therefore they know their duty in regard
to the proper wearing of their clothing

the last clause of the resolution applies to those
of our girls and women who have not been through
the temple many of whom feel that they are under
no norestrictionsrestrictions in the matter of dress they thought-
lessly follow the fads of fashion many of them
wear sleeveless gowns and such extremely low cut
bodicesbodiced and short skirts at ateveningevening parties as to bring
the blush of embarrassment to the cheek orthe truly
modest otor woman while the custom of wear
ing such gowns may be thought proper in some circles
it is unfitting that the daughters of the latter dayclay
saints should be thus attired

an evening dress may be beautiful and becoming
to the wearer and yet be free from objectionable
features the dress should be made to cover the
shoulder and upper arm the round or V neck should
not be extreme and the skirt not immodestly short
very sheer material while beautiful in itself is notinotynot

in good taste unless worn with underclothing which
properly covers the body

inappropriate street and afternoon costumes are
frequently worn extremely short skirts and blouses
with low cut Vs are manifestations of poor taste and
indicate a lack of modesty on the part of the wearer
blouses made of georgette crepe or other transparent
materials are not considered in good form by the
best authorities on dress unless worn with a suitable
underslip it is pleasing to note thatthai many of the
latest under bodicesbodiced are made with a prettily de-
signed short sleeve

the desired result in these matters will be diffi-
cult to accomplish without the operationcooperationco of the
dressmakerdress andanamaker homebome seamstress who have much
influence in determining the styles to be worn in any
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ol01

uonupon each officer and teacher rests an indi-
vidual responsibility to manifest her willingness to
dress according to proper ideals

ionslons
ligenceligeance

community their assistance should therefore be
sought in bringinginbringinginfringing about the necessary improve
ments

it is surprising that many young women adopt
extreme methods of dressing under the mistaken im-
pression that such will add to their attractiveness
good men the world over admire the decently
dressed girl or woman at the officers meeting of
the Y L M 1I A june conference 1916 president
joseph F smith made the following statement I1

do not think there is a decent man in this city nor in
the world who would not give his decision unqualifi-
edly in favor of the lady who was modestly dressed in
apparel designed to shield rather than to expose her-
self to public gaze as against those who go about the
streets half clad I1 give that as my belief I1 judge
men by myself to some extent at leastleast7leasta

thinking men and women everywhere are giv-
ing the matter of dress serious consideration ideals
of true modesty are being revived at a recent gath-
ering of women in new york city dress was one of
the principal topics treated among others these
sentiments were expressed are you a woman
willing to go before your maker and be judged in the
clothes you have on do the fathomless V of your
blouse and that little girl skirt most important
symbol in the shorthand fashions of the hour ex-
press you character do the gown and the hat you
wear at this moment indicate your thoughtful intel

good women should have fash-
ions of their own we dont believe in appearing
dowdy or queer but we do insist that a womans
clothes should express herlerlei character not her lack of
character

each one should
ask herself am I1 measuring up in this respect to
the highest standards of modesty and to my profes-
sions aaas a member of thethi
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3pairsspairs
1robedrobe
1pairspair
4pairsspairs

idairipair
1pairspair

1pairspair

2pairsspairs

CHILE SANTIAGO NORTH MISSION

clothing and information list
SISTERS

676 coordinated7 outfits conservative but pretty and stylish to
be worn with white blouses may include jumpers skirts vests
jackets

10 white blouses wash and wear turtle neck sweaters may be
included

10 pairs of garments
1 pair of thermal underwear coto wear under blouses and to bed

white underclothing for 18 months
nylonspantyhose for 18 months

3 pairs of pajamas or nightgownsnight 2gowns for winter 1 for summer
1 robe long heavy weight
I1 pair of slippers
4 pairspaics of walking shoes simple style good rubber soles closed

or open toe
1 pair of dress shoes simple style
1 pair leather boots low heels
1 heavy1heavysheavy winter coat and muffler no fur trim no floor length
1 plastic or nylon raincoat and hat with hood
1 pair of winter gloves

personal toiletriestoil
I11

etries
set of clothing for preparation day jeans or slacks with coptop

1 handbagihandbag large enough to hold some literature
101210 white12 handkerchiefs

conservative jewelry and accessories
2 towels and 2 washcloths

sweaters button type to wear under coats in winter

these iamesitmes are available for purchase in the mission field but
are much more expensive

ALASKA ANCHORAGE MISSION

clothing and information list
SISTERS

46 coordinated outfits conservative
2 outfits for church

10 pairs of garments
2 pairs of walking shoes simple style
1 pair of dress shoes simple style
I11 set of clothing for preparation day include tennis shoes
12 pairs of pajamas or nightgownsnightgowns
1 robe or housecoat long

underclothing for 18 months
white handkerchiefs

12 pairs of nylonspantyhose extra may be needed if unavailable in
area sent coto
personal toiletriestoil

I11

etries

apron
conservative jewelry and accessories

1 handbagihandbag large enough to hold moderate amount of literature
2 pairs of thermal underwear
1 raincoat with goose down removable liner
1 sweater

be prepared to purchase a parka hat gloves and warm overshoes
after you arrive which will be suitable to climate

these items are available for purchase in the mission field

baggage

information concerning baggage requirements and limitations will be
sent to vouyou with yourvourbour travel information
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I11 light cotton robe long
15 pairs of pedsbeds for shoes pantyhosepanty forhose MTC

underclothing for 18 months cotton
slippers

101210 white12 handkerchiefs
conservative jewelry and accessories

1 handbag large enough to hold some literature

3pairspair
ipairidair

IDAHO BOISE MISSION

clothing and information list
SISTERS

454 coordinated5 outfits conservative
10 pairs of garments

2 pairs of walking shoes simple style
1 pair of dress shoes simple style
1 set of clothing for preparation day
12 pairs of pajamas or nightgownsnight

12
gowns

pairs of nylonspantyhose
personal toiletriestoiletries

1 wincerwinter1winterkwinter coat and boots
1 robe

slippers
underclothing for 18 months including thermal underwear

1 cooking1cooking apron
101210 white12 handkerchiefs

1 handbag large enough for some literature
conservative jewelry and accessories

these items are available for purchase in the mission field

baggage

information concerning baggage requirements and limitations will be
sent to you with your travel information

books

missionaries should have the standard works of the church and may
bring the following jesus the christ articles of faith A marvelous
work and a wonder truth restored and gospel principles do not
bring any other books with you into the field

philippines MANILA MISSION

clothing and information list
SISTERS

45 coordinated outfits conservative
10 pairs of garments cotton or blend

3 pair of sandals comfortable
1 pair of dress shoes simple style
I11 set of clothing for preparation day
2 2nightgownsnightgownsnight lightweightgowns

personal toiletriestoiletries

these items are available for purchase in the mission field

baggage

information concerning baggage requirements and limitations will be
sent to you with your travel information

books

missionaries should have the standard works of the church and may
bring the following jesus the christ articles of faith A marvelous
work and a wonder truth restored and gospel principles do not
bring any other books with you into the field
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clothing guidelines for lady missionaries

you have been called to serve the lord and to represent his church
the clothing you wear as a missionary should reflect the dignity
of your assignment and should also be comfortable easy to care for
and attractive the following guidelines should help you to dress
appropriately and economically during your mission

1 choose simple basic conservative styles of clothing such as
suits or coordinating skirts vests jackets tailored jumpers
or dresses carefully selected items thacchatthatchac can be interchanged
will provide you with a variety of good appropriate outfits

see illustration A

2 adapt these same basic styles to hot or cold climates by choos-
ing your fabrics and accessories carefully for example a
skirt or jumper made of polyester gabardine or a polyester
cotton blend may be worn with a wool sweater or jacket in cold
weather or with a tailored cotton blouse in hot weather see
illustration B

3 choose a basic color scheme for your mission wardrobe so that
items can be interchanged dark or neutral colors such as
blue navy brown cantanuan beige bone graygraylbraylbrays etc are more
practical because they can be worn oftener over a longer period
of time without tiring of them and because they are more
adaptable as coordinates consider colors that do not show
dirt easily avoid bright or pastel colors multicolored
stripes and bold checks prints or plaids

4 choose shoes handbag and other accessories to coordinate with
all items in your wardrobe choose comfortable sensible shoes

5 avoid skirts or dresses that are too long or too short A

recommended length is long enough to cover the knee when seated

6 avoid mod or other fad styles ruffles T shirts wraparound
skirts denims etc

7 if you are buying or making articles of clothing choose quality
fabrics that will last the duration of your mission and that
will require little upkeep spending a little extra money for
fewer better quality clothing may actually be a savings to
you in the long run

8 realize that in many countries washing facilities may vary
from what you might be used to and that clothing may need to
be washed by hand and may be subjected to harsh detergents
dry cleaning facilities may not be readily available

9 shop in your own closet first choose from that which you
already have that may be in keeping with these guidelines

if you have any questions about any of the above items feel free
to contact the missionary department 50 east north temple salt
lake city UT 84150
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APPENDIX B

CLOTHING guidelines FOR LADY missionaries BOOKLET
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corcotcommunicationsmunications
MA degree april 1982

ABSTRACT

the purpose of this study was to create develop
and design a booklet entitled clothing guidelines for lady
missionaries for the LDS church

research revealed that clothing is an important
communicant but few in depth studies have been done in
this area of nonverbal communication

to establish a criterion for this guideline booklet
a pilot study was conducted existing literature was
surveyed and essential concepts were extracted

after the original research for the pilot study
the booklet was prepared and published and distributed to
lady missionaries throughout the world
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AS LATTERDAYLATTER SAINTDAY WOMEN we must understand our eternal nature and role this
understanding brings with it a responsibility of being a light to all we meet our light
should encompass a total beauty of womanhood a blossomingbloss ofoming our spirituality and
beauty which we then desire to share with all the world

the daughters of zion should understand what fashions they
should have without borrowing from the impure and unrighteous

we should lead in fashions and in everything that is right and
proper and not be led by the world

brighambnghambangham young

for the lord seeth not as man seeth for man looketh
on the outward appearance

1 samuel 16 7

the world without spiritual understanding is left to make judgments by the outward ap-
pearance alone in the lords kingdom men and women are admonished not to judge
others in any way and especially not on appearance alone however it would be foolish
and naive not to realize that we as members of his kingdom are judged by others and
that we can influence others by our outward appearance we want an appearance of
beauty cleanliness loyjoy and confidence As disciples of the savior we should also reflect
outwardly the happiness and testimony we feel within As a light to the world we will at-
tract people to us by the qualities we display and we will teach and retain them by the
qualities we possess we can then teach them about the restoration and about our fa-
ther in heavens desire that all people learn to see as the lord seeth for the lord looketh
on the heart 1 samuel 16 7

if we can learn the laws of physical cleanliness line and proportion color balance and
poise we can apply them easily almost by natural instinct after the initial period of learn-
ing and sacrifice of time As we go out to all nations we can then by example begin to
influence the fashions of the world

it is our purpose as expressed by president david 0 mckay to encourage

efforts to enhance physical beauty when given by
birth it should be nurtured in childhood cherished in

girlhood and protected in womanhood when not inherited
it should be developed and sought after in every

legitimate and healthful manner

the following guidelines have been prayerfully prepared for your consideration it is our
desire to provide a legitimate and healthful program to aid you in representing yourself
the church and the teachings of jesus christ in a pleasing and effective manner this is a
personal preparation guideline to help you plan a wardrobe that is individually and per-
sonally attractive on you as well as efficient functional and adaptable to varying budgets

the personal development program for lady missionaries at the missionary training
center will offer additional training to supplement this beginning guideline the program
at the MTC will deal with poise and courtesy nutrition and weight control personal hy-
giene modesty dress and grooming makeup and hair care

in
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CLOTHING guidelines FOR LADY missionaries
you have been called to serve the lord and to be a representative of his church the
clothing you wear as a missionary should reflect the dignity of your assignment but
should also be comfortable easy to care for and attractive it is necessary to be sensitive
to your own mission area learn if there are colors or styles which might bring unfavor-
able attention in general the preferred look for a sister missionary as it is with elders
is a professional appearance this can be achieved by wearing suits or dresses with a
jacket it is desirable for sister missionaries to maintain their individuality and femininity
and yet to present a professional look this booklet is a general guideline adjust these
suggestions to meet the needs of your particular mission field the following guidelines
should help you dress appropriately and economically during your mission

1 before purchasing anything new analyze the clothing in your closet you may have
many coordinates which will be in keeping with the needs of your mission you may
need only to purchase a few items to supplement what you already have

2 choose fabrics carefully read the labels on garments or fabric before you buy
them in the long run it is less expensive to purchase fewer items in quality fabrics
that will last and retain their appearance rather than to buy inexpensive items that
will quickly wear out or look shoddy in a short time be alert to fabrics which do not
hold up or which wrinkle easily such as rayon acetate or woven acrylics the most
practical fabrics would be wool blends cotton blend and polyesters for hot hu-
mid climates cotton is by far the coolest but it will wrinkle unless blended with
polyester fiber the more polyester in a fabric the warmer it will be these poly
ester cotton blends are the most practical fabrics for year round wear they can be
layered for colder weather yet worn alone for hot climates for extremely cold
areas wool is the warmest material however keep in mind that it tends to wrinkle
and may have to be dry cleaned unless it is blended with nylon or polyester check
the content and care instructions to add a professional touch to home sewn arti-
cles consider having them pressed at a cleaning establishment

some fabrics may appear too informal or casual such as denims or gauze avoid
see through or clingy material be sure that sleeves necklinesnec andklines skirt lengths
conform to temple garment styles

3 realize that in many countries washing facilities may vary and clothing may need to
be washed by hand or be subjected to harsh detergents dry cleaning facilities may
not be readily available use your best judgment in selecting durable clothing which
can be adapted to self care

4 build your wardrobe around basic colors which are attractive on you dark or basic
colors for cold climates such as navy blue brown tan and gray are more prac-
tical for suits coats and skirts they can be worn for a longer period of time be-
cause they do not show soil easily and you will not tire of them as quickly they can
be brightened with colorful scarves blouses etc to give more variety it is much
better for a lady missionary to have a conservative look simplicity is the mark of
good fashion

however for hot humid climates lighter neutrals such as beige bone pastels
cream etc would be more suitable because light colors reflect the heat and dark
colors absorb heat colorful not too vivid fabrics as well as subdued prints small
checks and plaids are best used in blouses vests and scarves or dresses where it
is the custom of the area to wear colorful dresses see color guide on pages 8 & 9

rayon
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5 avoid mod or fad styles some trendy styles are not suitable to the total missionary
look which should be dignified yet tastefully feminine fresh and fashionably under-
stated

6 although styles and lengths are ever changing and customs may vary in different
countries a recommended length for skirts or dresses is long enough to cover the
knees when seated you will receive more detailed information from your mission
president concerning customs and climate in your mission area

7 avoid wearing T shirts or close fitting sweaters and sheer blouses if you choose
wraparoundwrap skirtsaround they should wrap one and one half times around to insure mod-
esty ruffles and lace on blouses are acceptable if used tastefully in moderation in
areas where bicycles are ridden full skirts are appropriate if your mission president
allows culottes they should resemble a skirt with a center pleat both in the front
and back

8 accessorizeAccess yourorize wardrobe smartly but simply jewelry should be worn sparingly
avoiding dangling earrings or clankyblanky bracelets scarves can be an inexpensive ef-
fective way to enhance outfits choose comfortable but attractive shoes gum or
cork soles are ideal for long wear and comfort

sturdy attractive canvas shoes may be necessary in hot humid wet climates A

moderate heel or wedge can be comfortable for walking long distances whereas
very high heels on boots and shoes would be impractical either flat heels or very
high heels can cause fatigue more quickly if you do need to purchase a pair of
high waterproofwater bootsproof keep in mind that your skirts and coat length should slightly
cover the top of the boot also your full length coat should be as long or longer
than your skirts you may wish to purchase some of your wearing apparel such as
boots or coats in the area to which you are going so that they will be adequate for
the local weather ie cold rain humidity etc A fold up plastic raincoat is an in-
expensive practical coverupcove

A

rup

totally together appearance consists of special skills and understanding in all areas
of personal grooming the areas of hair care makeup and poise will be covered at the
MTC this booklet concerns only your choice of clothing and will provide you with

1 assistance IN STYLE SELECTION how to take measurements of individual body
types as it relates to styles which enhance rather than detract

2 assistance IN COLOR SELECTION 1 selecting colors which will balance your
own natural coloring 2 knowing how to mix colors in a wardrobe so they work in
harmony together

3 assistance IN FABRIC SELECTION know the care required and the comfort
achieved with different fabrics

LETS BEGIN

this knowledge will start you on an exciting adventure of expressing your own individ-
uality the end result will be a more confident you

PLEASE REMEMBER TO BRING THIS GUIDELINE BOOKLET WITH YOU TO THE mi-
ssionary TRAINING CENTER TO USE IN YOUR PERSONAL development CLASSES
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vourbour measurements as they relate to
each other in sections the measurements A B C
and D would ideally be equal but in reality rarely are
the following will helpheip you achieve balance which
sections are the longest and which sections are the
shortest where you are the shortest you will want to
lengthen your figure by using the suggestions listed
below where short short andor fuller figure
where you are longest you can dutcut your length by us-
ing the suggestions listed underunden where long tailtall
andor tainthin

where short use vertical style lines and plain fabrics
in dark medium or muted colors use simple self fab
ricnicnid details such as plain buttons or belts in same color
and fabric as outfit

shortshont andor fuller figure use simplesimpie one color out-
fits from shoulder to hem including 1 skirt with vest
andorandon lacketjacket worn open 2 one piece dresses with
self fabric belt or peltlessbeltlessbelt wornless with an open lacketjacket 3
semi fitted or fitted styling

where long use print fabrics bright colors and de-
tails like buttons and jewelry scarves pockets and
color contrasts

talltail andor thin use separates skirts blouses
vests in contrasting colors in one two or three piece
outfits fabrics can be heavier and interesting loose
fullfuli styling the belted suitsult look is attractive on this
figure

thavthpv

PATTERN AND STYLE SELECTION

in order to select clothing styles which are attractive on you and that will balance your
particular figure type you will need to know your body proportions most measurements
are taken around the body but for your wardrobe needs it is necessary to measure only
your major body divisions these major divisions are

A your measurement in inches from the top of the head to bust point
B your measurement in inches from bust point to the hip joint see drawing below
C your measurement in inches from the hip joint to mid knee
D your measurement in inches from mid knee to floor in your stocking feet

nownnw look at your
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fullfigured short
clothing lines and color values slim and lengthen the short full figure

fullfiguredfull tallfigured
clothing lines in this group slim and balance the tall full figure

P

5

full figured
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senoSencwerter short
the clothing lines in this group lengthen the short slender figure

slender tall
the clothing lines in this group fill in and balance the tall slender figure

slender

slenderfigure

6
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COLOR SELECTION

selecting colors that are personally attractive and which coordinate well with one another
is the most important factor in putting together a good workable wardrobe that you will

enjoy this is especially true if it must be a limited wardrobe we all know there are some
colors which are more attractive on us than others below are some simple logical steps
outlined to help you determine which colors are most attractive on you and which you will
most enjoy using in a wardrobe

look at the color charts on pages 8 and 9 page 8 shows cool colors page 9 shows warm
colors the first step in planning your wardrobe is to decide whether you prefer to use
cool or warm colors to help you make this decision think of the colors toward which you
have strong emotional reactions for example which colors have you always loved9lovedlovedy
which colors do you dislike intensely in9 home furnishings which colors in a couch or
carpet would you love to live aroundaround9arounds do these color preferences fall on the warm or the
cool side of the color chartscharts9

the second step is to determine your personal color intensity to do this look at your
natural hair color Is it light medium or dark9darkdarka if you are gray what was the shade of your
hair color when you were younger9youngeryoungern again turning to the color charts youll see small
faces on each side of each grouping these show how color intensity relates to personal
coloring in people people with light to medium hair tend to look better in the top or
middle color groupings whereas people with medium to dark hair look better in the middle
or bottom color groupings

you should now be able to choose that color group you would most like to use for your
own personal wardrobe if you feel somewhat indecisive it may help to take the color
preference test below staying with one color grouping will give you a harmonious ward-
robe with extended uses because each separate item of clothing will color coordinate
with all other items this allows for many combinations which will give variety to your
wardrobe these groupings are not meant to encompass all the colors you might enjoy
they have been purposely limited to meet the requirements of a limited wardrobe

COLOR preference TEST

please mark only one preference in each of the following 11 choices

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11

a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a

red
blue
lavendarvendarIa
pink

b

blue
navy
burgundy
black & white
burgundy & pink
navy pink & white

rust
gold
yellow
orange
green
brown
orange
brown & beige
brown & rust
brown orange & beige
orange

b
b

b
b
b
b
b
b
b

9

Ialavendarvendar b

lavendar

lavendar
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the colors in each grouping on the color charts have been deliberately limited to those
most practical and workable yet offering variety for use in a limited wardrobe there can
be warm or cool tones of each color the reds on the warm charts will be reds warmed by
yellow golden orange undertonesundertonedunder whereastones the reds on the cool side will be cooled by
blue purple undertonesundertonedunder thattones will be true of all colors used on the charts

having chosen your color grouping you are now ready for the second step in planning
your wardrobe first select a basic color from row 7 on your chosen color page ie navy
brown black tan or gray use this for your shoes and handbag these same basic colors
can be used for a dress suit or coat if you desire

next choose second and third foundation colors to be used for suits dresses coats
skirts and jumpers these choices should be dark colors or practical shades of light col-
ors which blend with the first basic color see the color examples listed on pages 12 and
13 for example brown works well with orange rust tan gold or olive green navy works
well with burgundy red lighter blues pink soft yellow black works well with cool brown
lighter blue plum burgundy purples taupe tan works well with coral green blue
green orange etc

colors which will give your wardrobe life and personality are listed under the columns for
blouses and dresses on pages 14 and 15

makeup colors can be chosen from the same colors in your chosen color grouping to
achieve a total coordination in your appearance for example use eye shadow colors
from the browns grays blues greens brown reds or brown oranges lip cheek and nail
colors should blend with the reds pinks oranges browns and light colors of your color
group A lady missionary needs to be careful not to overuse makeup

NOTES

10
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FABRIC SELECTION

characteristics CARE TIPS COMMON BLENDS

absorbent and cool
strong wet or dry
wrinkles easily unless
treated
shrinks unless treated
easily laundered
subject to mildew
ignites readily unless
treated

pre shrink cotton
fabric before sewing
may be machine washed
or dry cleaned
press while still damp
press dark garments
on wrong side to
avoid shine
use moderately hot
iron to press may be
tumbled dry may use
chlorine bleach unless
otherwise stated

cotton polyester most
common blends the
higher percentage of
polyester added the
less the fabric will
wrinkle but it will also
lose more of its
cool quality

absorbent and warm
resilient has insulat-
ing capacity for cold
climates wool sweat-
ers tend to pill or
produce little balls of
wool on surface
wool does not ig-
nite readily mildew
resistant but sus-
ceptible to moth
damage

usually dry clean unless
otherwise stated on
label if hand washable
use cold or tepid water
mild soap or woolitezoolite
never rub or wring
just squeeze gently
avoid chlorine bleach
and strong detergents
protect against moths
when storing press
with steam or use damp
pressing cloth on wrong
side of fabric wool ab-
sorbs odors garments
should be aired frequentl-
y when hand launder
ing place on towel to dry
not in dryer to steam
press hang wool gar-
ment by hot tuborshowertubor

wool

shower

is most often
blended with NYLON to
add strength and keep
from wrinkling also
used with polyester and
silk wool and angora
mohair or rabbit hair

are a common blend in
sweaters angora is soft
and furry but it sheds

11

FABRIC

natural
fibers

cotton

woolwooi

tub or

cep tible
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characteristics CARE TIPS COMMON BLENDS

wash and wear
quality colorfastnessColor
strong

fastness
and resilient

resistance to moth
mildew sunlight
perspiration and wrink-
ling fast drying
retains static elec-
tricity

pre spot before washing
wash delicate items by
hand in warm water
let drip dry on non rust
hanger use fabric
softener in rinse water
machine wash on gentle
cycle tumble dry at
low temperature and
remove immediately
iron with moderately
warm iron or steam
press on wrong side
high heat may melt
fabric

blends well with cotton
rayon wool or linen for
improved crease reten-
tion and resistance to
wrinkling

TRADE NAMES
avlin dacron banion
enconancon fortrelfortarelFor kodeltrel
treviratrevinaTr vycronevira
helancahelanda

strong elastic
abrasion resistant
low in moisture
absorbancyabsorbencyabsorb easyancy
care wrinkle resistant
will melt instead of
burn yellows or grays
with age builds up
static electricity
readily absorbs body
oils and grease

wash often by hand or
machine on gentle cy-
cle use fabric softener
in rinse water to re-
sist static electricity
use commercial color
remover rit whitener
to brighten grayed or
yellowed nylon chlorine
bleach not recommended
use COOL iron to press

blends well with wool

TRADE NAMES
caprolancarrolanCa enkaankaprolan
antron
enkaleneEn enkalureEnkalene
cantrecevantreceCan

kalure
dutrece pont

nylon chemstandChem
ultrongUl

stand
qianatrong

highly absorbent
durable yet soft
economical good
drapabilitydrap ignitesability
readily unless treated
wrinkles easily and
may shrink or stretch
in laundering tends
to cling can be made
to imitate other
fabrics dyes well

wash by hand in luke-
warm water squeeze
gently do not wring
or twist if specified
on label it can be
machine washed and
tumbled dry on delicate
cycle iron with
moderate 300 350 F

dry cleanable chlorine
bleach not recom-
mended

rayon combines well
with practically all other
fibers cotton nylon
polyester and wool

TRADE NAMES
avicolorAvi avicronamicronAvicolor
aviscoabisco

cron
avril avron

bemberg coloraycodorayCo
cupionicurioniCup

loray
enkaankaioni enkarankar

fortisanFort lirelleairelleLiisan
nupronnapron

relle
zantrelcantrel

12

FABRIC

polyester

nylon

rayon

350f
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FABRIC characteristics CARE TIPS COMMON BLENDS

silk soft lustrous resilient
strong fibers yet light
in weight accepts dye
well costly may water
spot weakened by
sunlight and perspira-
tion

dry clean unless stated
otherwise use cool to
warm iron to press if

hand washed use mild
soap and watch for
bleeding dyes
do NOT dry in dryer

silk is often used with
wool or most recently
with polyester and
linen

linen lint free durable
absorbent wrinkles
unless treated subject
to mildew costly
ignites readily unless
treated

may be machine washed
or dry cleaned use a
fairly hot iron 400 to
press folding and
creasing may cause
linen fibers to break

synthetic
fibers

acrylic lightweight warm and
soft quick drying
wrinkle & flame resis-
tant dyes well color-
fast resists mildew
moths chemicals and
sunlight may pill or
cling especially
good for people who
are allergic to wool
can be heat set into
permanent pleats

usually washable
machine or hand un-

less stated on the la-
bel oil and grease
stains should be re-
moved before laun-
dering use low heat
for dryer or iron fabric
softener added to
rinse water will elimi-
nate static electricity
press on wrong side

TRADE NAMES
acrilanacritanAc breslancreslanCrerilan orlonorionslan
kanekalonKane zefrankalon
zefkromeZef

modacrylicMod

krome

acetate

acrylic flame resistant
accumulates static
electricity used in

deep pile fabrics
artificial furs

silklikesilk softlike lustrous

same as acrylic

usually dry cleaned
heat may melt the fabric
fabric may dissolve or
water spot

TRADE NAMES
dynel tekian

TRADE NAMES
acele avicolorAvi aviscoabiscocolor
celanese celapermCela
celara

perm
chromspunChrom

eston
spun

13
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EXAMPLES OF WARDROBE COLOR coordination
COOL

letters and numbers refer to colors on pages 8 and 99.

suits
dress w
jacket

LIGHT

deep aqua
B 2
blue D 2
dk peach F 2
navy D 7

MEDIUM

blue DC
D 4
cranberry
E 4
navy D 7

dk greengreen4
all row 7

DARK

black
burgundy D 6
plum F 6
dk blue G 6
navy D 7
brown H 7
all row 7

dress

peach FG 1

yellow H 2
aqua BC
D 12e 7
pale green
A 1

lilac E 2

red F 7

bone G 1

pale yellow
H 3
pinkefpinkedPin
G

kEF
34

lt blue GD 3
red F 7

lavender A
B 34

purple B 56
purple C 56
rose F 5
pink DE 5
blue G 5
taupe G 7
grey D 7
pale green
A 5
navy D 7

skirts

navy D 7

dkbluedeblue B

CD 2
dk green
A 2
grey C 7
dk coral F
G 2

all row 7

navy D 7
blue CD 4
green H 4
dk pink F

all row 7

black
navy D 7
burgundy
D 6
plum F 6
grey C 7
brown H 7
blue G 5
all row 7

blouses

yellow H 2
apricot F 1

pine E 1

lilac E 2
blue BCD 1

pale green
A 1

white
prints

pink EF
G 3
pale yellow
H 3
white
lt blue CD 3

yellow H 6
white
taupe H 5
pink DE 5
lavender B

C 5
pale green
A 5

red F 7
silver grey

coats
jackets
vests
sweaters

deep blues
BCD 2
dk peach
F 2
navy D 7

blue CD 4
cranberry
E 4
navy D 7

red F 7

black
taupe G 5
blue G 56
navy D 7
plum F 6

shoes
handbag
gloves

navy D 7

bone G 7
plus fashion
accessory
colors in
row 7

navy D 7
burgundy
D 6
plus fashion
accessory
colors in
row 7

black
burgundy
D 6
taupe H 5
plus fashion
accessory
colors in
row 7

the colors above are those most workable in each category in order to give you a broader range of choices
have included more colors than you will need you may use other selections within the group if you prefer

14
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EXAMPLES OF WARDROBE COLOR coordination
WARM

letters and numbers refer to colors on pages 8 and 99.

suits
dress w
jacket

LIGHT

clay N 2
green J k2
all row 7

MEDIUM

henna 141

brown
4

MAM

mustard
4

L
K 4
olive N 4
rust 040
all

4
row 7

DARK

russett J 6
teal P 6
moss green
060
all

6
row 7

dresses

lt orange
NOnoinol

blue P

J K

1

clays M 2
NOnolnoi 1

green JK 2
yellow 1121

bluepblued
12

12
lt green J
KLkli 1

henna 141

lt
4

orange
IJ 3
gold K 34
green N 3
salmon 030
blues

3
P 34

cream M 3
orange JKJ 7K

tangerine
155156L
orange

56
J 5

green 05.60560
blue

56
P 56

yellow 151

J
5

6

skirts

lt browns
clays MN 2
all row 7

brown M 4
russett MO 4
gold KL 4
all row 7

browns
row 7

russett 171

all
7

row 7

blouses

blue P 1

yellow 111

greens
1

JK
11L

lt
1

orange
n0 10 2
clay MN 2
tan 020

cream

2

M 3
salmon 030
lt

3
green N 3

oranges 1I

J 3
dusty orange
IJ 4
dk rust 040
gold

4
14L

lt

4

oranges
JKL M 5

lt greens
050
beige

5
M 7

orange 16L

JK
6

7
blue P 5
yellow 151

coats

5

jackets
vests
sweaters

clay M 2
row 7

browns row 7
tan NO 7
dk rust 171

row
7

7

browns
row 7
russett J 6
teal P 6

shoes
handbag
gloves

browns
tans
all fashion
and
accessory
colors in
row 7

browns
tans
all fashion
and
accessory
colors in
row 7

browns
tans
all fashion
and
accessory
colors in
row 7

15
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SUGGESTED WARDROBE WORKSHEET

FIRST

SECOND

THIRD

FOURTH

measure yourself and select the styles for your missionary wardrobe refer
to pages 5 and 6 for ideas on coordinating apparel
select the color grouping you most prefer from pages 8 and 9 now refer to
examples of wardrobe color coordination on pages 14 and 15
determine necessary additions or changes to your existing wardrobe using
the worksheet below
purchase or sew items selecting fabrics which are practical and easy to care
for according to the particular area to which you are going refer to pages
11 12and 13

A SUIT WARDROBE B DRESS WARDROBE

basic suit

skirts

dress w
jacket
dresses

jacket or
blazer
vest opt

blouses

dress or
jumper

jacket or
blazer
vest

blouses

dresses
skirts

FOR ALL WARDROBES MISSION AREA requirements

shoes walking
dress

boots for wet weather
sturdy canvas shoes
coat winter

raincoat
lingerie and robe
hosiery
garments 10 pair
preparation day clothes

slacks and blouse
sweaters

sweatsuitSweat forsuit exercising

PERSONAL CARE ITEMS

16

12 and

1 wl 1

2 2
1 1

2 2
3 3

4
1 1

1 2
2
1

2 1

3 1

4 2
5 1

6 2
1 3
2 1

3 2
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i noidcoldyoia winter nd dosicool summer
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alwayshot

alway mild
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ailall that the lordtord created is beautiful anuand
he created YOU it is his desinedesire that everyeveny

one of his daughters develop herself in every
way spiritually intellectually socially

and physically

susan W olsen
ft

v

PLEASE BRING THIS GUIDELINE BOOKLET WITH YOU TO
THE missionary TRAINING CENTER

hsc S an
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